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This Week…

• Reminder: Our next Options Income 
Blueprint Live Trading Session is 
tomorrow, Jan. 11, at 11 a.m. 
Eastern. 
• Our trades and results from last week 
• Thoughts From a Member



•We closed three winners last week 
•Two were recovery positions, showing that 
patience pays 
•MRVL got away from some members

Stock Position Cash In Cash 
Out Profit Return

GM Sold our shares N/A N/A $386 6.4%

MU Jan Week One (1/7) 94 Put $18 $9 $9 0.1%

MRVL Jan Week One (1/7) 85 Put $69 $39 $30 0.4%

Last Week: Closed Trades
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Last Week’s Income (All)

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.

DATE POSITION CAPITAL REQUIRED CASH RETURN

1/4/22 Rolled to MU Jan Week One (1/7) 94 Put $9,400 $81 0.9%

1/4/22 Sold MRVL Jan Week One (1/7) 85 Put $8,500 $69 0.8%

1/4/22 Sold KR Jan Week Two (1/14) 45 Put $4,500 $47 1.0%

1/6/22 Rolled to PFE Jan Week Two (1/14) 58 Put $5,800 $33 0.6%



Max Capital Cash In Cash Out Net Cash Return Annualized

Goal $50,000 $250 $0 $250 0.5% 26%

Last Week $43,537 $230 $48 $182 0.4% 22%

Last Week to Goal

Disclaimer: For annual return calculations, we assume only that the return generated 
in the trading week could be replicated across 52 trading weeks during a calendar 

year. Some weeks will have higher annualized returns and some weeks will have lower 
annualized returns.

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



Overall 
Performance Last 

Week

TYPE CAPITAL NET CASH RETURN

New Trades $13,000 $116 0.9%

Rolled Trades $15,200 $114 0.8%

Sold Shares $6,045 $386 6.4%

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



The Fed spoke (again) 
last week

Minutes from meeting 
show more hawkishness 
than markets thought 

Bonds got hit, then 
equities 

Keep in mind the meeting 
tool place pre-omicron

Q1/Q2 2022 is now the focus of both bears 
and bulls. (I wrote this same thing three 
weeks ago.) 

Investors saw great growth and upside 
earnings surprises in 2021. Consensus 
estimates have corporate earnings growing in 
2022. (I also wrote this three weeks ago.) 

Investors are discounting inflation, omicron 
and supply chain issues. (Ditto.) 

Will the Fed really be as hawkish as the bond 
market forecasted? It depends on earnings, 
omicron, employment and inflation.



Thoughts From a Member

Emails and Q&A during live sessions showed increasing anxiety 
among a subset of your colleagues 

I responded with facts -- six corrections and a crash in the past 
decade and we have always made money  

A member wrote in with some thoughts on my comments…



From the Email...

•Some of the people in both Options Income Blueprint and 
Income Masters are using margin at 3-4 to 1 
•They are playing spreads when they should not 
•They are playing puts with too many contracts  
•They do not like to be assigned shares and sell calls (a 
common problem ) 
•Most of these same people could not take a total market 
correction and trade through it



Some guidance for 
sell-offs, corrections

Rule No. 1: Capital 
preservation comes first 

Rule No. 2: Refer to rule  
No. 1 

Rule No. 3 - Refer to 
rules No. 1 and No. 2

Capital preservation is far and way the most 
important focus for any income strategy. 

The key to capital preservation is 
fundamentals, not charts, not metrics, not 
pundits, not your brother-in-law the broker. 

Fundamentals are the foundation of positions 
(which are not the same as trades). 

Capital preservation is NOT measured by daily 
or weekly results or the value of your 
portfolio. It is best measured in quarters and 
years.



Leverage

•If you want to leverage positions, that is your decision 

•If you want to turn put positions into spreads, that is your decision  

•If you want to turn call positions into LEAP/call spreads, that is 
your decision 

•Are you able to live with these decisions when the market sells off 
or corrects?



Sell-offs, Corrections, Crashes

We ignore sell-offs, which are downward moves of 2% to 5%. 

We change the way we manage positions and create new trades if the 
market is down 5%-10%, i.e., we become more conservative. 

We become more aggressive when the market corrects – i.e., a 10% 
or more sharp downward move – which creates more volatility and, 
thus, greater premiums. 

The market crashed last year due to illiquidity and technical problems 
in the bond market. We hunkered down, rebounded and made 
tremendous profits due to spectacular premiums.



What I Said for Many Weeks....

"I will continue to remain annoyingly calm."



Going Forward

Capital preservation comes first, second, third. 

Capital preservation is NOT measured by your portfolio value at the end 
of each day or week. 

Think twice before using leverage. Then think again.


